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Category
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- A backup script that can be put on a cron job to save to a distant backup server

Description

Although it would be nice, this doesn't need to be automatic on a cron job like A backup script that can be put on a cron job to save to a distant backup server

Amette explained that he copies data to a new database and that he executes various operations on this database.
So in essence, a cloning command is necessary for this. And a clone and upgrade is needed for show.tiki.org

If clone and redact was available on the command line, as a cron job, it could be an extra parameter to a clone command. See: Command-line tool

And when we'd become quite confident with our script, we could even make the backups available to the public, like Wikipedia does. This is one more reason why fully automated would be nice.


1st use of this new process is to supply redacted copies of tiki.org, doc.tiki.org and dev.tiki.org to Matthieu Hermet to work on NLP with ElasticSearch.

Workaround
There are plans to automate this, but the current procedure is:

Run setup.sh and when prompted for the multitiki instance, put "redact". This will create the local.php in db/redact/local.php

Modify the db/redact/local.php to point to the database you want to redact (it is recommended that you make a copy of your database first).

Then run:
php console.php --site="redact" database:redact

Importance
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